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1 Introduction 
During my PhD studies, I investigated the possibility of real-time glucose concentration 

monitoring in monoclonal antibody (mAb) producing Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell 
cultivations using near-infrared (NIR) and Raman spectroscopy. The mAb therapies became 
very important during recent years because they provide treatment to diseases that could not 
be cured yet. These complex protein molecules require more complex mammalian cell 
cultivations instead of the traditional bacterial or fungi fermentations. 

The mammalian cells in general therefore CHO cells as well consume glucose as 
primary carbon and energy source. The availability of glucose in the cultivation medium effects 
not only the cell growth but the antibody quality as well. If we use the aid of real-time glucose 
concentration monitoring to control it and as a next step, we could automatize the control 
without sampling that would make the cultivation process and the product quality more 
reproducible and robust. 

However, for proper monitoring adequate measurement systems are necessary and 
the capabilities of these measurement systems have to be known. Vibrational spectroscopic 
methods create the possibility of real-time measurement because with in-situ sterilizable 
probes non-invasive, fast and reagent-free measurements can be conducted directly in the 
bulk of the process. However, the usage of the spectroscopic tools for this purpose is not 
necessarily straightforward because the extraction of the information can only be done by 
multivariate data analysis (MVDA). 

2 Literature overview and aims of work 
Complex protein molecules for newer therapies that reach their final effective 

conformation after post-translational modifications can only be produced by eukaryotic cells 
and especially mammalian cells, such as CHO. CHO cells are the most widely used for more 
than 70 % of the currently produced biological. The most frequent type of product is mAb.1 
mAb producing CHO cultivations are usually fed-batch cultivation thus the basal medium is 
fed in previously determined intervals with a feed medium that also dilutes the whole 
cultivation. Because glucose is the main carbon and energy source of the cells, they consume 
it faster than most of the other components. Therefore, depending on the technology, it needs 
to be fed in addition to the feed medium.2 Glucose concentration is a critical process 
parameter and the too high or too low concentration needs to be avoided to maintain the 
required cell concentration and in the same time the required product quality. The 
concentration is optimal in the 5-40 mM range. As a consequence of all the above mentioned 
criteria, glucose concentration should be controlled. Current practice is sampling of the 
cultivation and after the determination of glucose concentration with a rapid method the 
amount of glucose stock solution could be calculated and fed. However, periodic feeding 
causes a fluctuation in glucose concentration that generates stress, which should be 
minimized. The best solution would be to measure the glucose concentration without 
sampling and the glucose feed could be set accordingly. 

The advantage of this was recognized by the US Food and Drug Administration and 
they released a guidance in 2004 to establish a possible way to innovative pharmaceutical 

                                                      
1 Butler M, Spearman M (2014) The choice of mammalian cell host and possibilities for glycosylation engineering. 
Current opinion in biotechnology 30:107-112 
2 Joan Cairó J, Gódia F (2005) Cell Metabolism. In:  Cell Culture Technology for Pharmaceutical and Cell-Based 
Therapies. Biotechnology and Bioprocessing. CRC Press, pp 81-112. doi:doi:10.1201/9780849351068.ch4 
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development, manufacturing and quality control. This was called Process Analytical 
Technology (PAT). The main goal of PAT is to ensure the pre-determined quality of the final 
product during the manufacturing processes. This is done by the design, continuous analysis 
and control of all the materials and critical process parameters (eg. glucose in CHO cells) of 
the manufacturing process. PAT favors real-time, non-invasive measurement techniques for 
this purpose. Vibrational spectroscopy techniques fulfill these criteria. Furthermore they can 
be used to gather information about medium component concentrations and not only the 
already real-time monitored process parameters (eg. pH, reactor pressure, temperature, 
dissolved oxygen). 

Analysis of the spectra requires the tools of MVDA because NIR and Raman spectra are 
usually consist of 1000-3000 data points. Spectra can be analyzed qualitatively that means the 
discovery of hidden variabilities in the spectra. The analysis usually requires the mathematical 
pre-treatment of the spectra. In my study, qualitative analysis was only carried out with 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that reduces the dimensions of the data then the hidden 
variabilities of the spectra could be visualized on two-dimensional plots. The similarities and 
dissimilarities between cultivations could be then observed on these plots but through the 
spectra. Quantitative analysis was mostly done using the current industrial standard Partial 
Least Squares (PLS) that is available in most of the data analyzing software. It was exclusively 
used in previous studies in this field.3 However, during my PhD work different algorithms were 
also tested in order to explore the capabilities of the spectroscopical measurement systems. 
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) is a traditional method that correlates individual spectral 
variables with the reference values. Further regression methods could be algorithms with 
dimension reduction such as Principal Component Regression (PCR) or the already mentioned 
PLS. They transform original spectra variables to latent variables or factors to describe the 
dominant variabilities but the factors are orthogonal to each other. The actual regression is 
calculated with these latent variables. The difference between PCR and PLSR is that the latent 
variables computed with PCR describe the variabilities in the spectra only because PCR 
performs the decomposition only on the spectra. However, the factors calculated with PLSR 
describe the variability in the spectra that is in the same time appear in the reference data 
because PLSR calculates the latent variables from the spectra but it also takes the variability 
in the reference data into account at the factor calculation. 

Regression algorithms are virtually never applied on raw data. Data pre-processing is 
usually applied prior to regression in order to emphasize the information in the spectra 
because it could be overlapped and noisy. A different but also frequently applied pre-
treatment is the variable selection that means that regression is only based on a subset(s) of 
variables instead of all spectral variables. The spectral regions that are more sensitive to the 
analyte than other regions could be selected either by manual or automated method. For 
proper manual variable selection the user has to know the spectral behavior of the analyte. 
One of the most widely used automated variable selection method is the interval Partial Least 
Squares (iPLS) that is quick, simple and does not require a lot of optimization. 

                                                      
3 Esmonde-White KA, Cuellar M, Uerpmann C, Lenain B, Lewis IR (2017) Raman spectroscopy as a process 
analytical technology for pharmaceutical manufacturing and bioprocessing. Analytical and Bioanalytical 
Chemistry 409 (3):637-649. doi:10.1007/s00216-016-9824-1 
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NIR spectroscopy was available earlier than Raman therefore it was the first to be 
published as a tool for mammalian cell cultivation monitoring4 years before the PAT concept.5 

The first step in the direction of the original PAT goal (real-time monitoring) was done 
by Arnold et al.6 who utilized an in-situ sterilizable probe for the first time for mammalian cell 
cultivation monitoring. Although the conditions are not optimal in aqueous cell cultivations 
for NIR spectroscopy (as Arnold et al. als mentioned) but they could reproduce the 0.5 mM 
accuracy of the previous at-line measurements. Henriques et al.7 reached an accuracy of 
1.84 mM with four latent variables. In contrast, Clavaud et al.8 reached only 12.3 mM but they 
measured in industrial scale cultivations. In case of NIR spectra, the determination of glucose 
is negatively affected by the strong absorption bands of water that overlaps with bands of 
components that have smaller absorption (eg. glucose). Therefore, the water peak around 
5000 cm-1 and 7000 cm-1 were discarded from the analysis. This was done either by manual or 
automated variable selection methods. To enhance the weak glucose signal previous studies 
reported the usage of first and second derivative pre-processing that eliminated the baseline 
shift, caused by cell growth. The light scattering of the cells was successfully decreased by 
Standard Normal Variate (SNV) or Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC). 

Raman spectroscopic measurements of CHO cultivations were firstly reported in 2011 
then thanks to the promising results, the utilization of Raman swiftly spread.910 Raman is 
practically insensitive to water therefore it is an excellent technique to use in aqueous cell 
cultivations. The same pre-processing techniques could be used than with NIR because the 
structure of the data and the linear correlation between spectral variables and the reference 
data values is also similar. Abu-Absi et al. were the first to prove that Raman spectroscopy 
could measure glucose, lactate, glutamine, glutamate, ammonia simultaneously real-time in 
500 l scale fed-batch CHO cultivations.10  

The Raman spectroscopy based glucose control was studied widely by Berry et al. who 
showed first the beneficial effect of Raman-based glucose control on the product quality. 
Berry et al. investigated a possible model transfer across small (5 l), pilot (200 l) and 

                                                      
4 Abu-Absi NR, Martel RP, Lanza AM, Clements SJ, Borys MC, Li ZJ (2014) Application of spectroscopic methods 
for monitoring of bioprocesses and the implications for the manufacture of biologics. Pharm Bioprocess 2 
(3):267-284. doi:10.4155/pbp.14.24 
5 Rhiel M, Cohen MB, Murhammer DW, Arnold MA (2002) Nondestructive near-infrared spectroscopic 
measurement of multiple analytes in undiluted samples of serum-based cell culture media. Biotechnol Bioeng 77 
(1):73-82. doi:10.1002/bit.10093 
6 Arnold SA, Crowley J, Woods N, Harvey LM, McNeil B (2003) In-situ near infrared spectroscopy to monitor key 
analytes in mammalian cell cultivation. Biotechnol Bioeng 84 (1):13-19. doi:10.1002/bit.10738 
7 Henriques JG, Buziol S, Stocker E, Voogd A, Menezes JC (2009) Monitoring mammalian cell cultivations for 
monoclonal antibody production using near-infrared spectroscopy. Adv Biochem Eng Biotechnol 116:73-97. 
doi:10.1007/10_2009_11 
8 Clavaud M, Roggo Y, Von Daeniken R, Liebler A, Schwabe JO (2013) Chemometrics and in-line near infrared 
spectroscopic monitoring of a biopharmaceutical Chinese hamster ovary cell culture: prediction of multiple 
cultivation variables. Talanta 111:28-38. doi:10.1016/j.talanta.2013.03.044 
9 Claßen J, Aupert F, Reardon KF, Solle D, Scheper T (2017) Spectroscopic sensors for in-line bioprocess monitoring 
in research and pharmaceutical industrial application. Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry 409 (3):651-666. 
doi:10.1007/s00216-016-0068-x 
10 Abu-Absi NR, Kenty BM, Cuellar ME, Borys MC, Sakhamuri S, Strachan DJ, Hausladen MC, Li ZJ (2011) Real time 
monitoring of multiple parameters in mammalian cell culture bioreactors using an in-line Raman spectroscopy 
probe. Biotechnol Bioeng 108 (5):1215-1221. doi:10.1002/bit.23023 
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production (2000 l) scale. In summary, Raman was more accurate because prediction error 
varied between 1.82-6.3 mM. 

Based on the literature review and our previous experience the goals of my PhD project 
were the following. 

1. CHO cell cultivation monitoring of a complete scale-up from lab to production scale with 
NIR spectroscopy. The goal was to investigate if NIR based models could reach similar 
accuracy of glucose concentration determination than other promising (eg. Raman) 
spectroscopic techniques. This was aimed to be a benchmark in respect of glucose 
concentration monitoring with NIR spectroscopy in industrial scale CHO cultivations. 

2. I aimed to determine the glucose concentration prediction ability of NIR and Raman 
spectroscopy in CHO cultivations using identical measurement conditions in a shake flask 
model system. 

3. I aimed to investigate if the NIR and Raman spectroscopy based models that originate 
from the shake flask model system can predict the concentration of glucose if the models 
are transferred to spectra from bioreactor cultures. 

4. It was my goal to find out if an MLR or PCR model using the appropriate variable selection 
method could reach similar accuracy as a PLSR model for glucose concentration 
prediction. 

5. I aimed to investigate the effect of the different variable selection methods on the 
performance of PLSR models. 

3 Experimental methods 
3.1 Cell cultivation 

The cell cultivation was done using chemically defined, serum-free, commercially 
available medium in fed-batch. Feeding was also done with chemically defined, serum-free, 
commercially available feed medium. In addition to nutrition feed, glucose was added to the 
cultivation in a form of 2 M glucose stock solution depending on the glucose concentration. 
Our processes were always carried out accordingly to the current industry standards therefore 
our results could be compared to results in the literature. However, additional details cannot 
be given due to intellectual property reasons. The goal of the shake flask cultivations was 
always to have several days old, comparable to bioreactor cultivations, high viability cell 
cultivations that have a glucose concentration close to zero at the end. The shake flasks were 
incubated on 37 °C, 5 % CO2, 110 rpm. The criteria to stop the cultivation was always to have 
glucose concentration under 1.5 mM. After cultivation, the glucose concentration could be 
adjusted between 0-60 mM with glucose stock solution. The utilization of a shake flask model 
system enabled to detect the glucose concentration increase in identical spectroscopic 
conditions (light scattering cells, absorbing and fluorescing metabolites and amino acids) to 
bioreactor cultivations. Furthermore, the whole experiment was only one week long instead 
of the 10-14 long bioreactor cultivations that enabled to generate data quickly during the early 
phase of process development. 

In addition to shake flasks, cells were cultivated in bioreactors as well because the 
industry relevant size for cell cultivation is the bioreactor scale. During my work, spectra were 
acquired from 10 l, 20 l, 100 l, 1000 l and 5000 l working volume bioreactors. The cell line, the 
medium, the feeding were the same as with bioreactors only the cultivation was longer 
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therefore more feed were necessary. Bioreactor cultivations were sampled every day. 
Metabolites were measured with Cedex BioHT (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Basel, Switzerland), 
which has an accuracy of ±0,1 mM, according to the manufacturer. These results were used 
for spectroscopy models as reference data. 

3.2 Glucose concentration adjustment and spectra acquisition 

The cultivation broth from the shake flasks was transferred to Erlenmeyer-flasks, which 
were placed on magnetic stirrers to prevent the settling of the cells. The glucose concentration 
was adjusted in multiple steps up to 60 mM afterwards. At each step NIR and Raman spectra 
were acquired. Furthermore, samples were taken to measure glucose concentration with the 
Cedex BioHT. The results were used as reference values for model development. 

The NIR spectra were taken by a BRUKER Matrix-F (Bruker Optics GmbH, Ettlingen, 
Germany) FT-NIR system equipped with a TEInGaAs detector, controlled by OPUS 6.5 (Bruker 
Optics GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) in the region of 11988.0–4297.0 cm−1, usingan INGOLD 
IN271P immersion, transflection probe (2 mm optical pathlength) which was connected to the 
spectrometer via a10 m long optical fibre cable. Each spectrum was an average of256 scans, 
with a resolution of 8 cm−1. We intended to ensure the similarity of the NIR measurement 
setup to bioreactorruns therefore the equipment and settings used were all the same.  

The Raman spectra were taken by a Kaiser RamanRxn2TMHybrid(Kaiser Optical 
Systems, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) Raman analyzer with a 785 nm excitation laser on 400 mW 
power output connected to a five-metre-long optical fibre coupled MR Probe filtered probe 
head (Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) with a bIO-Optic-220 (Kaiser Optical 
Systems, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI,USA) fixed-focus, immersion optic attached to it. The 
spectrometer was controlled by iC RAMAN 4.1 (Mettler-Toledo, Greifensee, Switzerland) and 
the spectra were exported in spc format. Spectra were collected in the Raman shift range of 
1890.0–200.0 cm−1. Spectra acquisition settings were 10 s exposure time 75 co-added scans 
that resulted in 15 min-long spectra acquiring cycles during bioreactor runs. Furthermore, 
cosmic ray removal and intensity corrections were applied to each spectrum. Same settings 
were applied during shake flask measurements. The Erlenmeyer flask containing the culture 
media was covered with aluminum foil to shield the probe from outer light during spectra 
acquisition. The glass window of the stainless steel bioreactor was also covered with 
aluminum foil during cultivation. 

Data analysis was carried out using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) 
and the models were developed with the PLS_Toolbox (EigenvectorResearch, Inc., Manson, 
WA, USA). Quantitative analysis was done with PCA examining the score and loading plots. 
Qualitative analysis was mostly done with PLS but MLR and PCR was also used. The spectra 
were always pre-processed before modelling with Savitzky–Golay derivative, SNV, MSC and 
autoscale and mean centre.  

4 Results 
4.1 Glucose concentration determination with NIR spectroscopy during the monitoring of CHO 

cell cultivation scale-up steps 

Shake flask, 20, 100, 1000 and 5000 l scale cultivations (total 18) were measured with 
NIR spectroscopy. High variability was observed with raw spectra between scales and cultures. 
Especially the spectra of shake flasks showed high variability because theses spectra did not 
monitor the cultivation dynamics as they were only snapshots of bioreactor cultivations 
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(Fig. 1, left). However, the variability could be decreased if pre-processing and variable 
selection was applied that could be observed on the PCA score plots because points were 
closer to each other than the previous model (Fig. 1, right). 

 
Figure 1 PCA score values of the PCA model that was fitted on the NIR spectra of the five different scale cell 

cultivations after mean centering (left) and after selecting 149 glucose specific variable and mean centering (right) 

Quantitative analysis was done using the NIR spectra of the cultivations combined by 
each scale to create PLS models (Table 1). Spectra of each scale were used separately and in 
combination to each other to predict the glucose concentration of five 5000 l scale cultivations 
in the same time. The lowest error of prediction (4.18 mM) was given by the model that was 
the merge of the 20 and 100 l scale spectra (Fig. 2, left). Thus, similar accuracy could be 
achieved with NIR spectroscopy in industrial scale cell cultivations as with other promising 
spectroscopic techniques. 

 
Figure 2. Predicted glucose concentration values of the 5000 l scale cultivation  

Balra a 20 és 100 literes léptékű sejttenyészetekben felvett spektrumok alapján készített PLS modell prediktált 
glükóz koncentráció értékei a referencia módszerrel mért koncentráció függvényében és jobbra az egyik 5000 literes 

léptékű sejttenyészetben mért referencia off-line glükóz koncentráció (bal tengely) és az at-line élősejtszám (jobb tengely) a 
legmagasabb élősejtszám értékhez viszonyítva, valamint a sejtek életképessége (jobb tengely). A fázishatár vonal a batch és 

fed-batch fázis közötti váltást mutatja. 

The accurate prediction was however overshadowed by the fact that the prediction 
was in the batch phase accurate. In the fed-batch phase (which is more relevant for the 
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process), it was less accurate. The reason behind this is that decrease of the relatively high 
glucose concentration can correlate very well with the increase in cell number, which supports 
NIR to determine the glucose concentration successfully. In contrast, in the fed-batch phase 
the relatively low glucose concentration has nothing to correlate with that would support the 
determination and the week glucose signal is suppressed by the strong absorption of water 
and other medium components (Fig. 2, right). 

Table 1 Summary of the 5000 l scale predicting PLS models 
* Shake flask 

† Using 400 variables resulted in better model than 149 variables 
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1* 78 149 MSC + centering 7 0.975 0.512 1.41 14.95 

20 217 400† MSC + centering 4 0.742 0.668 3.80 5.31 

100 206 149 MSC + centering 6 0.857 0.586 2.63 7.74 

1000 297 149 MSC + centering 9 0.920 0.676 2.58 5.79 

20 + 100 423 149 MSC + centering 8 0.865 0.772 2.71 4.18 

20 + 100 + 1000 720 149 MSC + centering 11 0.895 0.803 2.64 4.32 

 

4.2 Comparison of NIR and Raman spectroscopy by determining the concentration of glucose 
in CHO cell cultivation  

Spectra of eight shake flasks and four bioreactor runs were used for the comparison. 
During qualitative analysis it was observed that Raman spectra contain better quality 
information on glucose that is easier to extract because the PCA score values showed obvious 
correlation with the glucose concentration of cultivations. This phenomenon could be later 
used as a variable selection technique. 

The PLS model that was developed with shake flasks was transferred to a 10 l and a 
100 l scale bioreactor cultivation. The measurement system was the same only the scale was 
different. Spectra of six shake flasks were used for calibration and pre-processing and variable 
selection was optimized with spectra of two shake flasks (Fig. 3.).  
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Figure 3. Optimizing scheme for the NIR and Raman spectra based models 

The goal was to reach the lowest possible error of prediction. The NIR and Raman 
model was similarly accurate with an error of prediction of around 2.2 mM but the NIR based 
model was chemometrically more complex. Afterwards, the model transfer to 10 and 100 l 
showed that the NIR based models could follow the trend of the glucose concentration but it 
was not accurate (62.5 mM and 39.8 mM for the 10 and 100 l scale cultivations, 
respectively)(Fig. 4, left column). The reason of this was the over-fitting of the calibration 
model that was necessary to reach the desired accuracy. If the model were not over-fitted the 
model would have been similarly inaccurate but for calibration as well. In contrast, the Raman 
model could follow the trend of the concentration and it was accurate (4,03 and 4.05 mM for 
the 10 and 100 l scale cultivations, respectively) in the same time(Fig. 4, right column). The 
similar and low prediction error of the two different scale proved that the shake flask models 
could predict the concentration of glucose independent of any cultivation parameter that 
proved the sensitivity of Raman to glucose. 
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Figure 4. Results of the application of the NIR and Rama spectroscopy based PLS models to the 100 l scale 

bioreactor cultivation: B) NIR model prediction; D) NIR model time course plot; H) Raman model prediction; J) Raman model 
time course plot 

4.3 Application of MLR, PCR and PLSR to determine the glucose concentration of CHO cell 
cultivations using Raman spectroscopy 

The two cultivations that were used for the previous results were complemented and 
spectra of three cultivations were used for calibration and one for validation. In addition to 
the most frequently used PLS algorithm MLR and PCR were also used for calibration, which 
were coupled with 3 + 1 different variable selection methods (Fig. 5.). Models were developed 
using all 1691 variables, glucose specific 313 variables (that was selected using PCA 
correlation) and the variables that were selected by iMLR, iPCR, iPLS automated methods 
depending on the regression algorithm used. In case of PLSR Variable Importance in Projection 
could also be used. That resulted in total 10 different models (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 5. Analysis scheme of the Raman spectra of the bioreactor cell cultivations with different regression 

algorithms and variable selections 

The results clearly showed that the most accurate model was the PLS based with an 
error of prediction of 2.19 mM (Fig. 6). The MLR calculated a simple linear regression with 
each variable where each variable has the same weight in the model. Although glucose signal 
was stronger in the Raman spectra than in NIR but the adjacent variables showed strong cross-
correlation, which rendered MLR to inaccurate models. After variable selection, that 
decreased multicollinearity the MLR based model improved but the 3.82 mM error of 
prediction was higher than the results with the other two algorithms. Glucose concentration 
is a very dominant factor in the Raman spectra, therefore it was expected that PCR would 
deliver more accurate results than MLR because it could calculate latent variables according 
to glucose. This was proved with the achieved 2.38 mM accuracy even without the aid of any 
variable selection. The best (although only marginally better than the previous with PCR) 
model was delivered by the PLS because it transformed original variables in such a way to 
latent variables that the most glucose specific variables were weighted. Theoretically, this 
process could be supported by variable selection but in reality, the results were the best if the 
algorithm could handle the variable selection itself by its “nature” (Fig. 6).  
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Figure 6. Summary of the results of the models developed using different variable selection methods (first 

column) combined with different regression methods (second column). First derivative of typical spectra was plotted on the 
top of the figure. Below that, the selected ranges of variables was indicated at each model by black lines. In the column pre-

process, D meant derivative followed by its order and the order of the fitted polynomial and the number of data points. 
SNV was the abbreviation of standard normal variate and MC was mean center. Bias is the prediction bias. 

5 Theses 
1. I monitored the complete scale up of a CHO cell cultivation development with NIR 

spectroscopy from shake flask scale to 5000 l production scale that was used for 
glucose concentration determination. [2] 

2. I proved that a similar accuracy (around 4 mM) as with other promising spectroscopic 
techniques (eg. Raman) could be achieved by NIR spectroscopy based models but they 
are only accurate during the batch phase. [2] 

3. I created a future benchmark for the accuracy of the determination of glucose 
concentration real-time by NIR spectroscopy in industrial scale CHO cell cultivations, 
which was 4.18 mM. [2] 

4. I developed a shake flask model system in which the glucose concentration could be 
adjusted independent of every other cultivation parameter but the cell cultivation 
matrix (the cells, other medium components, and metabolites) remained and spectra 
could be taken. [1,2,4] 
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5. I demonstrated using the shake flask model system and completely identical 
measurement conditions that NIR and Raman spectroscopy can determine the glucose 
concentration similarly accurate (2.18 and 2.22 mM respectively). [2] 

6. I showed that if the models developed with the shake flask model system are 
transferred to spectra from bioreactors the NIR spectroscopy based models could only 
predict the glucose concentration with ten times higher measurement error than the 
Raman spectroscopy based model (less than 5 mM). [2] 

7. I demonstrated that in case of the Raman spectroscopy based glucose model the MLR 
algorithm based model could not but the PCR algorithm based model could reach only 
0.2 mM higher error of prediction than the common PLSR based glucose concentration 
model. [3] 

8. I established that in case of Raman spectra based glucose concentration determination 
in bioreactor cell cultivations the most efficient variable selection method (results the 
most accurate model) is to use the weighting mechanism of the PLS regression 
algorithm. [3] 

6 Possible application 
The developed shake flask model system could be used in the early phase of process 

development for rapid data generation that enables the user to have a working model prior 
to conduct bioreactor cultivations. This ensures the real-time monitoring for the first 
bioreactor cultivations. The comparison of NIR and Raman gave unbiased results to decision 
makers about the limitations of the two techniques and about the regression algorithm and 
pre-processing to use. 
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